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GUEST WRITER: EVA-GRACE GUTHERTZ
FROM THE EDITORS: Hey readers! A couple weeks ago, Ms. Hedi Saraf contacted us,
asking whether her student, Eva-Grace Guthertz could be published in our magazine.
We decided to accept her request and have been enjoying this exciting opportunity to
help a student outside of the Miller community. Keep reading for Ms. Saraf and Eva’s
biographies and Eva’s piece and we hope you enjoy this special treat!
-The Editors

MS. SARAF: I am a learning disability specialist and have been working in the field for
about 30 years. I do diagnostic evaluations to figure out if a student has a specific
learning disability, and if she/he does what kind it is and how it effects academic
work. I work with students of a wide age range and am currently working at San
Francisco State University in a post-Baccalaureate program for students wishing to go
to medical, dental, or nursing school. I also work privately with students like Eva with
whom I have worked since she was in the first grade.

EVA-GRACE GUTHERTZ: My name is Eva-Grace Guthertz. I am thirteen years old
and in the 8th grade. I go to James Lick Middle School in San Francisco, California. I
love to write, but even more so to read. I like to write stories about the things that are on
my mind. When I was little I couldn’t read. It took me until third grade to learn to read.
I think because I struggled at reading, but later became proficient at it, makes me like it
even more now. When I read it gives me ideas about what to write. I like to write
poems, songs, but I especially like to write stories. Stories that make me and others
think are my favorite types of stories to write. Thank you, Overture Literary Magazine
for accepting my piece despite being outside your school community.

Remembering
A man with a top hat and a bow tie sits in the driver’s seat of a slick, ordinary, black car.
Behind him sits another man who wears a suit with a tail and sparkling black shoes.
There is light classical music in the background. The car is parked on a lonely hill, and
the man in the back seat nods, indicating to the driver to start the car. The two men
leave the bare hill, driving away from everything.
Andrew Burgundy is the man who waits in the back seat of the not-so-veryspecial car. He looks out the window and sees rain falling, leaves flying, and people
running. Mr. Burgundy thinks about his past in the quiet atmosphere. The silence gets
disturbed when the driver starts talking.
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“For some reason Mr. Burgundy, you look very familiar.”
“Maybe you have driven me around before.”
“No… that’s not it, that’s not it,” the driver says, perplexed.
The car is silent again, and Mr. Burgundy goes back to looking out the window.
The car passes a baseball field that is occupied with small children with big dreams.
Mr. Burgundy watches as a baseball flies through the humid air. He starts to think
about his first baseball game and how he used to have big dreams. This somehow
triggers another memory. He can’t quite remember when and where it was. He can’t
remember who he was with and why. All he remembers is rough laughter in the
background. He tries very hard to remember this, but as usual can’t remember
anything between the ages of six and twenty-one. Mr. Burgundy is now twenty-three.
“For such a successful man, I would think you would be going to a meeting
or charity event, but all you asked me to do was to drive you west across the bridge?
A little strange,” the driver says speaking one more time.
“Yeah, I guess it is strange, but when I woke up this morning I thought about
going on a nice drive,” replies Mr. Burgundy.
Mr. Burgundy goes back to trying to recall the memory again. Unfortunately,
he can’t remember a thing, and he doesn’t know why.
“So, did you catch the baseball game last night?” asks the driver.
The driver’s words sparked the lost memory. There was a chair, which he
was siting in. A baseball game was playing on the radio. He was in a dark room
with two men dressed like CIA agents watching him. His memory got stuck again
and he couldn’t remember anything past that.
“Yeah, it was a good game,” Mr. Burgundy finally says back.
“It was indeed. Did you hear about the newest government scandal? Apparently
there are many secrets being kept from us. It was in the newspaper… the newspaper!
That’s it! That’s from where I recognize you! Ha! I knew you looked familiar. The
newspaper,” the driver says as if he just won the lottery.
Mr. Burgundy suddenly recalls the memory. The men dressed nicely were CIA
agents. They had done something, something bad. They… they had erased his memory!
They erased his memory because he knew something important. He can’t remember
what he knew and why he knew it, but he knew this was bad, so all of a sudden Mr.
Burgundy says, “Driver, can you take me to D.C.?”
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CHELSEA LI; GRADE 8
Playing Love
Tip, tap, tap, tap.
I hear the rain dripping on the roof, hard enough to form a rhythmic melody, yet
light enough to whisper. I sit down on a cushioned chair, looking out the bay window,
past the raindrops streaking down the glass, like little shooting stars.
I see you. You come out of a side door from the house-across-the-street, so
similar to mine. You are holding two large garbage bags, which you toss into the
garbage can.
Your movements flow like water. Your hands, although covered with grime,
are slim, with long fingers, easily mistaken for the hands of a piano player.
How many long hours have I sat here, looking out the window, hoping for a
glimpse of you? How many long nights have I spent thinking, pondering, hoping? I
have been waiting for too long.
I want to run into the rain, through the perfectly trimmed lawn, across the
street, and into your arms! I want to know you, to talk to you, to love you.
I have heard about love. I have heard whispers all around the street, of
wavy-haired girls and handsome men, hand in hand, of sleek black limousines, of
diamond rings and velvet bow ties. Yes, I have heard about love.
Love, what a perfectly shaped word. Love, how it rolls off my tongue. Love, how
it beckons gently with a finger.
I did not believe in love.
When you arrived at the house across the street, in gray slacks and a heavy jacket,
smiling at the driver, and shaking the owner’s hand, I didn’t feel any different, but after
a few days, I glimpsed a spark in you, that I hadn’t seen in anyone before.

How much I want to hold you in my arms, to see your radiant smile, to take your
hand! How I have wished and hoped and dreamed! But no matter how many nights I
lie in bed, seeing nothing but you, no matter how many hours I sit in front of the bay
window that looks to the house across the street, I will never touch your hands, hear my
name from your lips, or sit together with you on a bench in the early dawn.
For you are a servant, a low-class citizen, one who works for others, and
what am I? I am still across the street, looking out of the bay window, dressed in
silk, and warm and dry.
Tap, tap, tap, tip.
You will find another girl who will love you.
And I will have to push you out of my life, to keep on going, to keep playing
love.
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ANUSHA FATEHPURIA; GRADE 7
Dreams
Relax
Imagine
Dream
They all work as a team
The results would surprise you,
Shock you,
Cause you to choke on your words,
Nonetheless they inspire you more and more
When you relax
The worries,
The headache,
The concern,
The doubt,
They all fade away
Giving your thoughts free reign to sway
Imagination is a gift
You can choose to be anything you desire
From a superhero to a princess
From sad to full of happiness
The possibilities are endless
And the places you imagine
Could just become a haven for you thoughts
Dreams immerse you in a new world
They take you to someplace of your own
No one else can see what you see
Visions are special to each individual
And can soar as high as the sky
Relax
Imagine
Dream
They all work as a team
They can reveal your darkest secrets
Yet show you what you’re meant to be
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VICKY YU; GRADE 8
Please Snow
I do not watch TV shows.
Even that popular show, Doctor Who?
Neither do I listen to the radio.
I do not search for so-called “hilarious” videos.
Neither do I play the time-consuming game, tic-tac-toe,
As I spend days and nights pleading for snow.

Ignoring my mom examining her cookie dough,
Taking no notice of my sister hosting her own fashion show,
Paying no mind to my brother bragging about his new yo-yo,
Avoiding my dad stuffing himself with Oreos,
I beg, “Please snow….”

CHRISTINE LEE; GRADE 7
Airborne Liberty
I never realized that waiting could ever be as painful. Waiting for Fides to
answer the door was agonizing- pure distress for me. Finally, after what seemed like
forever, he opened the door. Fides was a middle aged man with graying hair and a
face full of wrinkles. His eyes were chocolate-brown and kind as they stared down at
me with concern and worry.
“Yes? How can I help…” He blinked me at me. “Libera? Are you
Libera? Lisanna’s daughter?”
I bit my lip and nodded. “Yes, I am Libera. What can you tell me about…
airborne?”
The reaction from Fides lasted only a second. At first, he was appalled, but
then his face hardened like stone.
“Come inside. Please.” he urged.
He beckoned to me to follow as he turned and hurried inside. He led me to a
room with many couches, and then locked the door behind us nervously. He
gestured for me to sit, and called for a nearby servant to bring us tea.
“So…” he started. “You know now. Am I correct?”
I nodded my response. “I need to know something… about air-”
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Fides hushed me abruptly. “Not now,” he muttered under his breath. The
servant chose that moment to return with a tray. On top of the tray was a steaming
teapot, a sugar pot, tiny spoons, cups and saucers. The servant set the tray down
between us and poured each of us a cup.
“You are dismissed, Rebecca. I have to discuss something with my… guest.”
Rebecca cocked her head, frowning. “Sir…” She began, but caught herself.
Sighing, she excused herself.

Ignoring Rebecca’s attitude, Fides leaned forward in his seat. “Now than… lets
get to business, shall we?” Not waiting for an answer, he continued. “Now that I know
for sure your mother would trust you with the secrets of aerial abilities, I will explain to
you about it.” He paused for emphasis, then said, “around the time when you were
two, your mother discovered an amazing ability. This ability allowed its holder to fly.”
Seeing the blank look on my face, he hastened to clarify. “To ‘fly’ is to move
through the air, levitating off of the ground. Your mother, was a poet- but was also one
who defied authority, primarily the Concilium’s orders. Most of all, she despised the
Wall and how it locked us away from the outside world. She always wanted to know
about ‘seas of sand’ and endless bodies of water that stretch on for miles- all of which
she’d read from banned books she’d found buried in the country sides.
“Later on, the yearning for what she had read in those books developed into a
strong craving- in which she discovered the Airborne Arts.” Glancing at my
puzzlement, he interpreted. “Your mother,” he began softly. “Learned how to escape
the wall with aerial means.”
PART 4: Understandings and Danger
I jumped in my seat. “How?” I demanded. “How did she learn… to flii?”
My tongue stumbled on the unfamiliar word.
Fides waited patiently until I calmed down, then continued, “Determination to be
free. Courage to escape this world. A fascination for freedom.” He held up a finger to stop
me from pointing out the newly alien word. “Your mother,” Fides’s eyes softened as a sad
smile tugged on his lips. “Was an amazing woman. She did something nobody would have
dreamt of. Her longing to be free, to step into another world intensened her desire to fly. I
don’t know how, but she managed to revive that lost ability each of us have.” Fides
shrugged. “I don’t know where we have that ability. But I believe a long time ago- we were
people of the sky and air. In other words, we had the capability to fly because we were born
with it. People may have lost control of that power, so the

Concilium rose, the Wall was built, and memories of ‘sky’ and ‘freedom’
eventually died away.”
I waited for him to continue, but when he didn’t, I realized: that was all. “There’s
more,” I said. “What about my mother?”
I watched as Fides exhaled a shuddering breath. “She was murdered by the
Concilium.” He turned away to wipe at something on his face. Only then, did I
realize that he was crying.
“You loved her,” I breathed.
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“What?” he swerved back to me.
“I said you loved her,” I said more loudly. “You loved my mom. Lisanna.”
At the sound of her name, his face hardened once more. “You don’t know what
you are saying. We were just close friends.” He cleared his throat, fidgeting
uncomfortably in his seat. “Now then, back to the matter. I believe that our memories
of flying have been taken from us. My job is to free these memories. I will also lead our
people against the Concilium. Your job is to escape. It will be hard at first, but I’m sure
you’ll get it. Be careful, Libera. The Concilium has a sensor that can detect the use of
Airborne Arts. ”
I opened my mouth to argue, then decided against it when I saw Fides gazing
out of the window. I stood to leave, then was stopped at the sound of Fides’s voice.
“Your right. I did love her,” he whispered. “There’s more to the story, kid. But it isn’t
important at the moment. It doesn’t involve you. It’s all in the past. You have to
focus what’s at hand. Your mother would’ve wanted you alive in the end.”
He probably didn’t want me to catch that last part- but I heard it. I turned back to
him. “Thank you, Fides.” Then I threw my arms around his trembling body. “Thank
you.”
Outside, I sprinted for the Wall without stopping, at the same time- thinking
hard about my mother, Lisanna, and Fides. And then, I was there at the Wall. I
swallowed. What did Fides say? “Just close your eyes and bring up that dream you
had. Remember the feeling? Replay it again in your head. It may be hard at first, but
you’ll get it.” Yeah right. I closed my eyes, and then for the first time ever, brought up
the remnants of my dream. The sensation of ‘flying’, the endless expanse of ‘sky’, and
the feeling as if there were no walls to stop me.
Nothing. I tried again. Nothing. Again, and again. I stomped my foot in
frustration. What was I doing wrong? What was missing? Was there something that I
couldn’t get? All of a sudden, realization dawned upon me. I was scared. Sure I longed
for no limits, for no walls. Sure I wanted this thing called freedom. But inside, I was still
scared of the unknown out there. Still uncertain on whether I making the right decision.
Within me, there was doubt. However… not being able to see something wonderful
and new, not being able to feel free… wasn’t that worse than this cage? If I choose to
stay locked up inside the Walls, stay and miss this chance-- will I not look back to this
day and regret not taking this chance? I closed my eyes again. No regrets. I will not
choose to stay grounded. I… I want to fly! I want to soar high and touch the sky and push back
the limits. I want to taste freedom and see the outside world.
Slowly, I was lifted off the ground, hovering a few feet above the floor- and
counting. A laughing fit threatened to make me laugh like a maniac, but I managed
to hold in my excitement. But I didn’t get to celebrate my accomplishment very long.
A few miles away from the Wall, the Concilium’s chariot was approaching- and fast.
Oh great, I thought, annoyed. Visitors. Friendly too.
As they got closer, my head began to throb. Why did I ever think I would be free in
the first place? I thought as I descended to the ground. And why should I leave at all? Here
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I would be safe… protected… I clenched my teeth. No. Here, I would be locked away. I tried
to summon energy to fly again, but I was too late. The Concilium were upon me.
They instantly got off the chariot and approached me.“Ah, Libera. Submit your
memories to us, or die at our hands by committing the act of attempted breaching- both
the government and the Wall.” They spoke in unison.
I backed away, until my back felt the solid coldness of the Wall against me. “I-I,”
I stammered.
The Concilium advanced toward me, closing the distance between us. “You have
chosen,” They said softly as one. “You shall die.”
I wanted to scream: You guys are insane! And I didn’t even get to choose yet!
But I couldn’t- because in an instant, the world filled with airborne liberty.
To be continued…

RHEE KANG; GRADE 8
Psithurisma of Pride
‘Twas the great Aeolian gusts that boasted their pride,
Of being so tremendous and selcouth, having nimbus and size;
‘No one dares to overcome my mythopoeic sage,
Or show even a speck of umbrage,
For I, the Ruler of Swevens,
Have only subjects, and no evens…. in the mundane world below.’

As the gales rose to their zenith and giving off their torrential blows,
No Being criticized, not even the obdurate raven crowed.

Despite this indisputable fact,
A sparrow, trifling of size - far from sublime, intended to act,
The cashmere cinnamon upon his vest,
And the lithe little talons , lest
The spurning of life, rose to the sky
In hope to try,
Somewhat a stasis between Animal and Sky;

The Beasts would silently cry, after the zephyrs left the starry night Sky,
And would prance and fret, worrying even the most halcyon eye.
‘This is injustice!’ The Creatures had sighed,
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‘Shall we not rid this Leviathan of the Sky,
Nowhere shall we rule or rest,
Not even the smallest leveret.’

Thus, the Sparrow had lept to the Heavens, and besides his contemptible build,
To the Clouds he came, and exuberantly trilled,
No more of this nonsense shall commence,
This has no reason, this has no sense!’
Then the Clouds began to laugh, in a horridly mocking
way, Coughing with spurn and began to say,
“No more of this nonsense, flee, and be
wise, Or thou shall face thy own demise.’
But none of this, the Sparrow did,
But simply stood his ground, still an Emissary, still against the
Wind, And replied just the same, as Wind
Had did to him.

‘Nevermind that,’ the capricious but clever Fowl responded,
‘See to your own thoughts, think about what you had said.’

As he stood side by side, next to the
sirocco, And decided he should go,
But before he had, he turned once more,
Saying that ‘If a Bird was no better than game, and nothing but a bore,
Then the Wind, who ruled over the Bird,
Was the master of the insignificant, simply put, the biggest Rascal of the Herd.’

MAHIMA SANGLI; GRADE 8
Reflection
Looked at herself in the smudged glass
Laugh lines, dimples, freckles and all
held up her right hand
then her left
Wrinkles like the veins inside of her
The blood like the sweat that collects on her
palms
Be it the blood, the sweat,
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or the tears
They are all the same; they all belong to her

Her gaze found its way back to her
face to study her eyes
Flashes of blue, streaks of red
Like fire and ice

____
Things can go wrong
in a year, a month
in one day
one second
Looked at herself in the smudged glass
and smiled

I’ll have me though
I always have myself

RIYA SHRIVASTAVA; GRADE 6
Lost in a World
Every word, every glance,
Hanging on to every page
The words with their song,
And their humor and their flair
Flowing like a river in a rush somewhere
And I feel gone
Gone with the wind,
Gone with the sky,
Lost in a world in time.

The comfort, the escape,
When no one understands
Emerge yourself into
An unknown land
Feels like sipping hot chocolate
On a frigid winter day
And I feel gone
Gone with the wind,
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Gone with the sky,
Lost in a world in time

KULSOOM AHMAD; GRADE 7
Our Beautiful Earth
Our beautiful earth used to be a haven, full of clean air.
There used to be meadows and fields full of flowers and tall grasses waving in the
air. There used to be rivers, swimming with fish, shimmering through the water,
and all sorts of wildlife.
There used to be forests, with tall trees overhead ,
and leopards prowling through the shadows.

There used to be oceans protected by whales and sharks, swimming
freely. There used to be peace and prosperity everywhere.
People living in harmony and security. But
times have changed, and so has our world.
Our beautiful earth is no longer a haven.
It is now plagued with polluted air.
The meadows are littered with trash, and not much but weeds grow.
The rivers are now homes to toxic waste and garbage flows through their waters.
The forests are gone, replaced with concrete jungles,
and numerous animals driven to extinction. The
oceans contain only carcasses of finless sharks
and nets cast by fisherman may imperil
these beautiful aquatic animals even more.
The world is now a battlefield,
with people starving and freezing to death.
Is this what we want?
Is this what we need?
There is destruction everywhere because of desire and
greed. So people, do your part,
In protecting this land.
We may be able to make this world again grand!
There are many things that you can do,
Like travel on a bicycle.
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Just follow the 3 R’s:
Reduce, reuse, and recycle.
Our Earth is a gift that God has given.
We can restore its former beauty,
If we are truly driven.

MEERA SRINIVASAN; GRADE 8
Fifty Meters
You’re standing and waiting,
Fingers twitching,
Legs pacing.
Eyes hidden behind mirrored lenses of goggles.
Wild hair trapped under a swim cap flying off.
You're nervous. Don't be.
Live through this race.
It's only fifty meters.
Two lengths of the pool.
It’s
Not
That
Bad.
You dive in,
Perfect,
Without a splash.
Cold water licks your feet.
Any other day you’d feel it sting.
But not now.
You're kicking too fast.
Your arms are circling,
Pulling back the water,
Pushing you forward.
You don't breathe.
You don’t remember how.
Halfway done.
Look! There’s the wall.
Flip turn… right now.
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Push off strong.
And keep going.
You need air. Breathe.
You suddenly remember how.
Don't slow down.
Faster.
Come on.
Harder.
You can.
Keep your mind on
Reaching
That.
Wall,
Finishing
The.
Race.
There.
You're done.
Thirty-two seconds passed you by.
And all you have to show for it is:
Your once-strong arms hang limp by your sides
And your bony legs wobble like you've never walked
before. But you don't care.
You're done.
For your first time,
It
Wasn’t
That
Bad.
And you can't wait
For next time,
To swim those
Excruciatingly
Exhilarating
Fifty meters.
Over again.
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ANYA POPLAVSKA; GRADE 8
If Only I Hadn’t Lost Hope
Maybe I'll win,
When the cows come home.
Yes, maybe someday I'll make it in
Or, maybe someday, I'll be on stage
Sometime, when the cows come home.
Someday I'll be amazing, someday I'll be great!
When all hope hasn't gone cold
I wish I could say that I'm happy this way,
A grim, normal being,
But I don't want to lay
On my death bed seeming
All alone, with nothing to say.
I want to be famous,
I want to be known.
But it will happen,
When the cows come home
But for now I'm sad,
For now, I'm mad.
I'm normal, invisible, and bad.
Maybe that'll change, maybe I'll make
Some invention, some beauty
And I, won’t be fake.
Maybe I'll have an important duty
And I'll wake
to a happy, bright day
But for now, I'm isolated
My life isn't relevant
I'd rather be gated
With an elephant,
And traded
To a faraway place,
rather than to be such a disgrace
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So I know when I'm dying
I've really stopped trying
For I'm sure, I did what is good
I know that I did what I should
I was so astounding
I was so amounting
That I shouldn't have lost all my hope.

CHRIS WANG; GRADE 8
Blank
A one and a two and a three and a four
And the sun’s shining blue but I can’t see the door.
The bums and the Jews and the weight and the wars
I can see them but I can’t see the door.
The big and the small and the strong and the weak
And the sphinx lost control so I can’t find the key.
Hope the fish start to crawl when they’re dead as can be -I can find them but I can’t find the key.
The movin’ and the sick and the accident’s demise
And its provin’ for the tricklin’ of the tears in my eyes.
Despite the soothin’ and the slits and the flower’s cheery dyes,
It’s the void -- you can see it in my eyes.
The unique and the square and oppressed and oppressors
Bespeak their angry prayers and make clear of their endeavors.
Believe and declare that their purpose serves whoever,
But with emptiness it’s pointless to endeavor.
The downhills and the crackers and the meat without a bone
Take bastille, make a splatter, or finally hit it home.
The thrill of shiny lacquer almost all come after crows,
But I’m locked until the cows come home.
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DIVYA PEREIRA; GRADE 6
Chicken Noodle Soup
“I think I should stay home today, Mom. I'm sick. I really am,” Amy
says woozily, her voice hoarse.
I don’t believe my fourteen year old sister for a minute. It’s a well-known fact –
well, at least to me – that she hates school, and I can tell that this is definitely one of
her ploys to stay home. Again. Mom, however, isn’t as sure as I am. She always feels
really guilty for not having enough time for us. So, as a result, she gives Amy the
benefit of doubt. Again.
“You can stay home,” Mom says, affectionately brushing curly brown hair away
from Amy’s ruddy face. “But you have to stay in bed, and I want you to eat chicken
noodle soup for lunch.”
Amy and I always eat canned chicken noodle soup when we’re sick. It’s the
only time either of us like it.
Mom feels Amy’s forehead as she kisses her cheek goodbye. “You don’t feel
warm,” she mutters, frowning a little. “Are you sure you need to stay home?”
My dramatic sister lays one hand across her flushed forehead. “I feel dizzy,
and my head hurts,” Amy says lethargically, acting super dizzy. “I must have that
bug that’s going around.”
Mom reluctantly leaves for work. “I’ll call you later, sweetie,” she says, a tad
uncertain, to Amy as she closes the mahogany front door, red purse in hand.
“Enjoy your day, sweetie,” I holler over my shoulder, mimicking Mom as I run to
catch the school bus soon after.
Amy waves at me from the kitchen window, a mocking grin plastered to her
face. I roll my brown eyes and turn away.
She tries her best to look pathetic when I come home from school, my backpack
loaded down with homework. I hear her scurry into the bedroom we share as I open
the front door.
“Mom will be home soon. You’d better get your act together,” I warn as I walk
into our bedroom, struggling as I heave well-worn textbooks onto my desk.
Amy peers at me through drooping amber eyes. “I'm feeling a bit better,
Gracie,” she sighs, stretching her arms out and yawning.
“Then why are you still in bed?”
“Paying my dues for a day off,” she replies with a smug little smile to herself.
“Save it for Mom, sis,” I say, not believing her surprisingly good acting. “You’re
going to need it.”
I turn away from my sister for a moment, a sly little smile creeping onto my face.

I feel an urge to expose her. I whirl back around and ask, “Hey, I need a snack. What’s
in the cupboard?”
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“Well, I found some donuts, there’s potato chips way in the back, and Mom hid
a package of candy bars on the top shelf,” Amy lists, counting on her fingers as she
goes along, not noticing my smirk.
“Got you, you little faker. Wait until Mom comes home. This was supposed to
be a chicken noodle soup day, remember?” I say, placing my hands on my hips.
“Oh, she’ll never know.”
Famous last words.
When Mom comes home from work, I'm at my desk doing science homework.
I open our white bedroom door a crack so I won’t miss anything. Amy is on the
couch, dabbing her forehead with a cool cloth, attempting to look tired and sleepy.
“How are you feeling tonight?” Mom begins, in a tone of proper concern.
“Better,” Amy says, with only an edge of brightness to her voice. “I think I can go
to school tomorrow.”
Smart move, sister, I think, acknowledging something she actually did right.
“The chicken noodle soup must have made you better,” Mom says
cheerfully. “Did it taste good to you?”
“Chicken noodle soup always tastes good to me when I'm sick,” Amy says in a
sickly sweet voice, smiling up at Mom.
Liar, I think, noting the unmistakable signs of a kiss-up. Watch out. You
have become unsuspecting prey.
“Well, sweetie,” says Mom, now looking rather suspicious, “I suppose that you
better just lie there while I get supper. I don’t want you to over exert yourself. Are you
up to eating your favorite pizza?”
Probably not, I think with the smallest of superior smiles. Not after a day of junk
food.
Amy manages to say, barely containing her excitement at the prospect of
more delicious junk, “I think I could eat a little.”
Mom rattles around in the kitchen, stretching out long circles of white pizza
dough and finishing it off with our favorite toppings. I hear her open the trash can.
I can tell what’s going to happen next. I think I’ll stay right here in my room.
“Amy, I don’t see your can in the trash. Where is it?” Mom asks in an even more
suspicious voice.
If I were you, Amy, I’d confess now. Otherwise, you’re done for. But my cornered sister
attempts a getaway move.
“I pushed the can to the bottom, so I wouldn’t smell the chicken. It was
upsetting my stomach.”
That’s a good one, I have to admit. But Mom’s not buying it.
“Poor dear,” clucks my unsympathetic mother. “I’ll get rid of it for you.”
“That’s alright, Mom. I'm feeling better now. Why don’t I take out the trash while
you finish dinner?” I can hear a slight note of panic in Amy’s voice, and I smirk a little.
That little faker had it coming.
“No need, dear. You just relax.” Mom says in a subtly devious voice.
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I hear a clatter of cans and bottles in the kitchen. “Oops,” Mom says, in an
almost rehearsed, robotic voice. “I dropped the trash.”
I could help her clean up, but I think I’ll stay here and start my essay for English
instead. I have my topic now, thanks to Amy. I think I’ll call it, What a Tangled Web We
Weave.
Mom’s voice remains smooth and pleasant. Too pleasant.
“That’s strange, Amy. I can’t find your chicken noodle soup can anywhere.”
There is a long, stressful silence. Amy makes one last-ditch attempt to get out of
the trap, but she is definitely the weaker one in this predator/prey game.
“I forgot, Mom. I put the can in the bag on the porch.”
I know that there are at least four bags on the porch, all tied up, waiting for
trash day—just as I know that Mom and Amy will belabor on until one of them breaks.
I have just finished a draft on the complications of lying by the time Mom yells
for me to come to dinner. The three of us sit at the table in silence. Four bags of trash are
strewn all over the floor, not an empty can in sight…
Mom and I eat pizza, made just the way I like it, and drink soda. There is a
special treat in the oven for dessert.
In front of Amy sits one solitary mug of chicken noodle soup.

EMILY WAN; GRADE 8
Golden
She reclines upon her golden throne,
ruler of land and seas.
This whole world is hers alone,
the treasure of one queen.
Her dreams delivered on golden platters,
free of worry and fear.
None of her hopes will ever be
shattered; her life is perfect here.
In this glittering paradise of gold,
reverence follows her name.
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Even nature itself does what it is
told, here in the queen’s domain.
But as she closes her eyes against the light,
pondering the days of old,
she suddenly recalls with a jolt of surprise, she
used to like silver much better than gold.

JAESON PYEON; GRADE 6
To Do or Not To do?
Professors lecturing, Engineers
designing, Superintendents
overseeing but what am I
doing? Lingering, loitering,
dawdling,
I’m in a state of isolation,
with 5,000 pages and an essay due,
so far I’ve only completed two,
and it looks like I’ll be staying here until cows come home.

A widow’s depression is easily understood,
so is the desolation of war,
but who besides me can comprehend the pain, agony, and downheartedness caused
by the pile of
work sitting on my desk?
Each problem is like an enemy striking me down,
Each page is like a vicious pack of wolves,
prowling and waiting for a relapse of my concentration,
and the whole horrible mess an army surrounding me in every direction,
“Easy,” says the procrastinator,
Who saves it for the end,
“No problem,” says the clever,
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Who tackles each page with ease,
but I’m neither one nor the other.
This task may take forever,
there is nothing I can do,
I’m not the sharpest needle in the box,
Nor am I so negligent to ignore it all together,
I’ll just have to finish it one page after the other.

WENDY ZHANG; GRADE 8
Under the Lights
Bruises under the fading yellow
light, becoming a frightful sight,
a boy lingers under that window shade,
convincing me that he was afraid.
Who is that boy under the dark lights,
in a world empty of colors, empty of white.
Is he, the strong or the weak,
or someone who is afraid to
speak, or someone who seeks
a way out of this bleak,
gray world full of traps,
only to receive slaps
on his cheeks,
for hoping too much,
for hoping for a warm touch,
and eyes are starting to leak.
Tears falling under lamp
lights, under the starlights,
under the moonlight,
as it always has for everyone hurt
in this unforgiving world
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of illusions, filth, and dirt,
as it always will, glistening
under the lights because of
all the blights in this cruel,
unfair society, trying to
suppress variety, trying to
reshape the hills,
trying to supress our flights,
and take away our rights,
and they will never stop,
till we drop or rise to the top.

And we wonder
about another’s troubles,
so much that it shatters
their youthful, innocent bubbles,
and they leave their battered

homes for a silent place in this world of filth and
grace, covered in a veil of thin lace,
leaving without a trace,
continuing this cycle, once
again, that’s the nature of men.

MAYA ABIRAM; GRADE 6
The Silver Lining
Megan eagerly eyed the selections and breeds of the many pets Al’s pet store
kept. She wanted a pet so badly, not only because all her classmates had one. She was
an only child with two working parents, and often got extremely lonely. Her parents
knew that she was mature enough to handle herself, so they let her stay at home with
an old nanny who rarely spoke at all. Megan, being unable to explain to her parents that
she was no fun at all, subsided, but found another solution - a pet. “A dog,” she
thought, “would be the best pet of them all.” She slowly walked down the aisle,
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wondering which one of the many pets, she would choose. Terriers gazed at her with
sad eyes, but Megan guiltily walked past, hoping for a better home for them. A certain
puppy caught her eye, however. She had purple-blue eyes, and a proud manner. She
imagined herself playing with the puppy, its tiny paws scratching the hem of her skirt.
“Yes,” she thought. “This one”
. . . And with that, Bailey Woods, the first family pet, became Megan’s closest
friend..
RRRINGG!!!!! The harsh sound of the alarm was muted by a crashing fist.
Megan, a middle-schooler who was 13 years old, yawned, and combed back her knotted
hair. She brushed her teeth and headed down stairs.
The morning was the usual toast, milk, and cereal. Bailey, who was not feeling
very well, barked. Megan beamed at her precious pet with love and affection. She felt
so privileged to have her in the house. It was almost as if she could speak to her, and
understand what she was saying. In fact, ten years had already passed since Bailey met
Megan. She wasn’t the same old puppy. She was older, weaker, and considerably ill.
The Woods had called up the best animal health specialist that they could afford, but
they could not pinpoint any certain diseases. Megan crossed her fingers and hoped that
all was well, but uneasiness bubbled up inside her.
The air was crisp and chilly, just the way Megan liked it. Refreshed by the
morning breezes, she headed to school, a more confident look on her face. As she
unlocked the metal gate, her friends rushed up to greet her with smiling faces.
Megan didn’t smile back. Not only did she surprise them all, but she also made them
shrug their shoulders and turn away silently. Megan apologized
In Social Studies, she sat next to a boy named Tyler, who kept poking her for fun,
and looking away. When she threatened to tell the teacher aloud, everyone looked at
her. She immediately wished that she hadn’t said anything and covered her two sweaty
hands over her red face, and a tear slid down her cheek. The teacher, not wanting to
make things worse, talked to her after class.
“I know what’s happening at home, sweetheart. I hope everything will be okay.”
Megan surprised, yet touched. Miss Kriss never complimented any of her
students. But how exactly did she know? Before she could ask her, the teacher got up.

“One second, I have to take this phone call. Not wanting to be late to her
next period, Megan packed her backpack and left. A telephone rang in Math Class.
“Hello . . .” the teacher asked, confused. Had she forgotten anything? Usually the
class telephone only rang for serious problems relating to the students or staff. “Yes,
Megan Woods is in my fifth period class . . .
The teacher walked over to Megan and handed the phone. “It’s your mother,”
Megan knew something bad had happened.. She put the speaker to her ear,
fighting back the powerful tears that the others mocked.
“Hi, Megan,” a muffled and cautious tone said. “Bailey’s not doing that well. I’ve
talked to your principal, and he said that it would be okay for you to come home. If I
were you, I would pack up and leave.”
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Megan did not stop to think. She heaved her bag onto her shoulder, nodded to
the teacher, and left the classroom. The teacher glared at one or two others who had
sneered and hissed.
Running down the white marble stairs, her brown hair whipped against her face
in the mild spring sunshine. Crunching the fallen leaves in her path, Megan ran like the
wind. At last, her house with its yellow roof, and sweet vanilla flowered curtains
seemed welcoming yet threatening at the same time. Her cheeks, a rosy pink from
running so fast, drooped into a low frown, and her eyebrows shot upwards.
Megan rang the doorbell rapidly with a clenched fist, white from shock. . The
door was opened by her mother, and Megan shoved her aside, rudely, to see poor
Bailey. Pulling her arm backwards, Megan’s mother sighed sadly.
“There’s nothing you can do, Megan.” her mom said, raising her voice. The
short reply caused Megan to squeeze her mother’s arms and sob uncontrollably. “I
called the vet, and they took a scan of Bailey’s body. It turns out” she paused. “Bailey
was having babies.”
“NO, NO!!!!” cried Megan shaking her head. “I want Bailey back!!!”
Her mother hugged her, and showed the shivering girl her dog.
Megan bent low, and kneeled down, trying to feel Bailey’s pulse, but she could
not, because the inevitable had just occurred, and there was nothing anyone could do to
fix it.
“But Megan, remember, every cloud has a silver lining. There’s
always something good to every problem.”
Megan looked at her mother pitifully. “Yeah, right, Mom. For something as big
as this, there can’t be a silver lining, and . . . and that’s just a st-st-stupid s-saying you ttell me to keep me from worrying.”
Megan’s mother was tearful, but hope shone in her eyes. “Trust me, honey.
Something good will come out of all of this. I have to get back to my office soon.
“Fine.” She said. “Go then. You always have something coming up. I guess I
have to get used to being without Bailey.”
“Okay,” her mom said, rolling her eyes. ”You’re being rude now, young lady,
but I’ll show you something amazing.” Megan pursed her lips but nodded and
followed her mother into the family room. She looked at the little cushions that Bailey
used to sleep on, and froze there, horrified. There was an identical terrier puppy
sleeping there. Megan burned with anger.
“What? You got me another dog? Another terrier? In place of . . . Bailey?” The
name was hard to say.
Her mother shook her head irritatingly, and Megan urged for her to tell. “Bailey
died because . . . . Because she was having babies,” she said. In disbelief,
Megan gasped .So Bailey had puppies!
Megan looked at the puppy lovingly. “Well, this is pretty cool, but it’s not like
I’m completely happy now.”
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Understanding what her daughter meant, Megan’s mother nodded.” Take all
the time that you want. Listen, I know this really hard on you, and that everyone needs
to slowly adjust. Megan hugged her mother round the waist, and smiled at her with
watery eyes.
“There’s more, Megan. I know what to name your little friend,” Her mom
glanced at the puppy Megan looked at the silver-gray terrier curled up in the couch.
“What?” she asked with curiosity. “Well, since she is the silver lining to this big cloud,
I decided to name her Silver. I mean, it’s not perfect but-“
“Mom, that’s alright.” She interrupted. ”Silver it is.”

WENDY ZHANG; GRADE 8
Fragile
We are all built of bubbles,
fracturing at the slightest touch,
seeking an escape from our troubles,
wishing for something real to clutch.

We are all made of glass,
shattering with a harsh clatter,
once, seeing only an illusion of class,
now, wishing for ourselves to truly matter.

We are all constructed of snow,
melting under the sun’s harsh glare alone,
changing paths with the slightest blow,
wishing, wishing, we had a mind of our own.

Yet, we are also made of starlight,
able to give those who are weak,
strength to see past society’s blights,
and a voice that dares to speak.
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ARTWORK
ANIKETH UMESH; GRADE 7
Cow Skull
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ANUSHA FATEHPURIA; GRADE 7
Peace and Serenity
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